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The #1 New York Times bestselling graphic novel inspired by Peter Schweizer's bestselling
exposÃ©, which the New York Times called "the most anticipated and feared book of a presidential
cycle.""Every American needs to buy it, read it, and become fully literate in the Clinton scams...
Itâ€™s like the most explosive candidate opposition file that every American can access." &#151;
Breitbart NewsBased on the New York Times bestseller Clinton Cash by Peter Schweizer, this
graphic novel retells in high-definition detail the tale of the Clintons' jaw-dropping auctioning of
American power to foreign companies and Clinton Foundation donors.Inside, readers will learn why
Hillary Clinton approved the transfer of 20% of all U.S. uranium to Putin's Russia; why Bill Clinton's
speaking fees soared during Hillary's tenure as Secretary of State; how the Clintons bilked
Keystone Pipeline investors; how Hillary's brother scored a rare "gold exploitation permit" from the
Haitian government; and so much more.Stunningly illustrated, hilariously retold, and inspired by the
blockbuster book that reshaped the contours of the presidential election, Clinton Cash: A Graphic
Novel brings to life Hillary and Bill's brazen plot to fleece the planet for maximum profit."Thank
goodness, then, for Peter Schweizer and his blockbuster exposÃ© Clinton Cash." &#151;New York
Post
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Clinton Cash was a New York Times bestselling book and documentary which received the much
coveted special treatment at Cannes by premiering there. Peter Schweizerâ€™s book recounting Bill

and Hillary Clintonâ€™s unrestrained love for riches has been adapted into a graphic novel by
Chuck Dixon with superb illustration by Brett R. Smith. The original book was hugely readable,
well-researched and managed to shake the conscience of many readers.Much like the book, the
graphic novel is hard-hitting, and many people who missed to read the book will now have the
chance to know the Clintons for who they really are, and especially expose Hillary as â€œthe most
corrupt candidate ever.â€• The graphic novel also exposed the people in their lives, and how they all
played a part in helping the Clintons execute their plans. It is a job well done, hugely enjoyable, and
funny but at the same time shocking as well.

This is probably the most informative, inconceivable , and horrifying graphic novel I have ever read
(it should be classified under Horror; not Current Events!). I hate politics and politicians. I hate
political correctness. I love truth (even brutal honesty), integrity, and the inherited goodness of
humanity from God. Nonetheless, you can imagine how disgusted and disappointed I was
throughout reading this graphic novel (about the subject; not the brilliant producers of the product).
While reading, I kept googling all the names of the Clintonsâ€™ cronies, companies, dictators, etc.
Mind you, I am not so naive to believe everything on the Internet, but it is quite amazing to read
headlines about these corrupt and evil people (from Sant Chatwal, to Dikembe Mutombo, to Frank
Giustra to name a fewâ€¦.names I've never heard of). It was almost like that queasy feeling you get
when you're watching a spy movie (e.g. Bourne) and think to yourself, â€œWow, this would be scary
if it were true.â€• I had that queasy feeling throughout my reading experience. I feel like I need to
throw up and then lie down. I am so disheartened and saddened that people in power (particularly in
politics) whose job is to serve the public will compromise their beliefs, values, essentially their soul,
for more power and more money. I cannot fathom how they can also get away with this sea of
corruption. The writers and artists did a phenomenal job for bringing to color the vastness of the evil
and corrupt global Clinton Machine. Highly recommended for those who can stomach the truth,
regardless of your own political beliefs. Excuse me while I go throw up again.

This is a game changer. Not just politically, but for graphic novels as a whole.Short, snappy, clear
and a fun read to boot. Chuck Dixon understands that not everyone has thew time or temperament
to plow through a 300+ page book. He took an already powerful piece of non-fiction and made it
concentrated.This is a perfect gift for anyone on the fence about Hillary.

Outstanding....condense the book down into visual expressions and the FACTS. This is for real, the

money gained by the Clinton via politics...the money hungry greedy Clinton with NO ethics or
scruples AT ALL. A must read before voting to demonstrate just what crooks these folks are....and
how bad they desire to fleece America further beyond Obama. You can bet Obama will do the same
once out of office too. ABSOLUTE A MUST READ !!

I bought this GN after reading an article on leftist hack Rich Johnston's website.Turns out this is a
great GN and a wonderful adaptation. Chuck Dixon and company did an amazing job...well worth
the money.Rich, if you're reading, feel free to scrutinize my review history as well.

This is a fun graphic novel explaining how the Clinton's acquired their money. Well, it would be fun if
it wasn't so despicable. How those two continuously get away with it I'll never know.

Here I go again - I can't seem to stop my current reading interests pertaining to the candidates. This
graphic novel is indeed graphic. I truly mean that. It is a quick, fairly easy read but the more you
read, the ickier you will feel. Me, I am feeling extremely icky tonight after reading Clinton Cash. It is
a well done graphic novel and the art work is quite good. I just am sad after I read all the tricks that
seemingly have been pulled by greedy politicians. Now I am wondering if I could get Miss Hillary to
autograph my copy!

I haven't bought a comic book in over 30 years. I bought this completely on a lark, and I'm glad I did!
It is a good summary of the criminal activity of the Clintons, and it is hysterical in parts of the book. I
highly recommend it!
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